
Please help me to learn in ways that are 
meaningful for me………
Phil Dexter

Phil Dexter



How a learner feel? 
why learning can be a struggle



Social emotional learning meeting complex needs



What state are you in for learning? 
Where will you place yourself?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Are our resources representative 
of our learners?



Every picture tells a story – the learner’s voice

Encourage the aesthetic 
NOT the anaesthetic

https://youtu.be/i47QnKHOXww

https://youtu.be/i47QnKHOXww
https://youtu.be/i47QnKHOXww


Design your school holiday 
camp



Colour coded sentence making
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Articles Adjectives Nouns Verbs Prepositions Adverbs

The blue laughing cat sleeps happily as 
the dog eats her lunch under the bed



The least we can do – Christy Moore

The least we could do - is make the world a better place, not just for a few 
but all the human race; to end wars and quarrels make John Lennon's dream 
come true, to build a new set of morals - it's the least we could do;

show some love and compassion - when people are feeling low,
make it not just a fashionthat may come and go; bring an end to oppression
it imprisons the truth, and be free without expression
– it's the least we could do;

so follow his rainbow - deep into the evening sun, and pray that its’ colours - will together blend as one;
seek and we may find - the dream he loved to pursue, a peace for all mankind - it's the least we could do; 
so follow his rainbow - deep into the evening sun, and pray that its’ colours - will together blend as one; seek 
and we may find - the dream he loved to pursue,

a peace for all mankind – it’s the least we could do



My country – my values……



A global rights based curriculum vs traditional curriculum 
Food
Water
Clothing
Housing/building
Transport
Health, wellbeing and relationships
The earth, solar system and universe
Life on earth
Sources of energy
Communication and technology
Literature, arts and music
Work and activity
Ethics, power and government

Mathematics
Language and literature
Modern Foreign languages
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
History
Geography
Design and Technology
Art
Music
Religion
Physical education 
Person, Health and Social Education



Managing learning – a process not an event





Social emotional support for teachers……



Using (all) technologies
New literacy new opportunities

User choice 
Work on your own or with others

 optional display
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